Stem cell directed pan cancer analysis reveals a human adult stem cell signature that defines aggressive epithelial cancer subtypes
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Background
Cancer progression often co-opts features of normal stem cell biology including activation of signaling pathways that regulate stem cell function. Further, pan-cancer efforts by The Cancer Genome Atlas and others have shown that cancers originating from different tissues share similar genomic signatures. It is unclear if stem cell associated transcriptional programs are conserved across different cancers and if these programs are specific for certain stem cell populations.

Methods
We used a rank-rank hypergeometric overlap algorithm to develop gene expression signatures for different human normal stem cell populations. These signatures were applied to a pan-epithelial cancer gene expression dataset consisting of 19 epithelial cancers. We further assessed the signatures’ abilities to predict survival outcome. To gain insight into genomic alterations associated with the signatures, we performed a hypergeometric test between stem cell signature status and genomic alteration. We also interrogated datasets consisting of small cell neuroendocrine (SCN) prostate and lung cancers for their enrichment in the normal stem cell signatures. DNA methylation datasets of SCN prostate and lung cancers were mined to identify methylation patterns common to SCN cancers.

Results
We generated gene signatures specific for human epithelial adult stem cells (ASC) and different embryonic stem cell populations. Across 19 epithelial cancers, we found that tumor stage and tumor grade was significantly, positively correlated with ASC signature score and not with other stem cell signatures. The ASC signature provided prognostic information independent of proliferation and cancer type. The ASC signature selected for cancers associated genomic alterations in oncogenic drivers and small cell neuroendocrine cancers. We found that SCN lung and prostate cancers were more enriched for the ASC signature compared to non-SCN phenotypes. We found that DNMT expression was highly associated with the ASC signature within the SCN datasets. Interrogation of DNA methylation data revealed that SCN cancers from different tissues share a DNA methylation profile. The inferred activities of the differentially methylated genes were significantly anti-correlated with their methylation status in both prostate and lung cancer datasets. Further, ASC signature scores were significantly anti-correlate with methylation status and positively correlated with gene expression within these datasets.

Conclusions
Our results demonstrate a molecular link between human adult stem cells and aggressive cancers from multiple epithelial tissues. The ASC-linkage is particularly strong in small cell neuroendocrine lung and prostate cancers and in part involves a core set of differentially methylated and activated genes.
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